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Introduction
 Natural gas reservoirs are reservoir in which the 

contained hydrocarbons fluids exist wholly as a vapor 
phase at pressure values equal to or less than the initial 
value.

 Reservoir gas is a constant-composion fluid.

 Non-associated gas: is free gas not in contact with oil in 
the reservoir.

 Associated gas: is free gas in contact with oil in the 
reservoir.

 Dissolved gas : is gas in solution with oil in the reservoir.
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Material Balance in Gas Reservoirs

 Material balance in terms of standard cubic feet:

 SCF Produced            =  SCF Initially   - SCF Remaining

from the reservoir           in the reservoir    in the reservoir

 Gp =   b  - m  (  Pf/Zf )

Where:   b  =  PiViTsc/ZiPscT and  m = ViTsc/PscT

 This equation indicates that for a volumetric gas reservoir the 
graph of the cumulative gas produced Gp versus P/Z is a 
straight line of negative slope m.
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P/Z Vs. Gp
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Example

 Calculating the initial gas in place and the initial 
reserve of a gas reservoir from pressure-

production for a volumetric reservoir:
 Initial Pressure                = 3250 psia  

 Reservoir Temperature   = 123ºF

 Cum.Production               = 1 MMM SCF

 Z@3259 psia                   = 0.910

 Z@2864 psia                   = 0.888

 Z@500 psia                     = o.951
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 Material balance in water drive gas reservoirs can 
be written as:

 Gp  Bgf   =   G ( Bgf – Bgi ) +  We - Wp

 Where :

 Gp Bgf  is the volume of the produced gsd at Pf .

 G ( Bgf – Bgi ) is the change in volume of the initial 
gas when expanded from Pi to Pf .

 We is the volume of the water influx and Wp is the 
volume of the water produced.
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Example

 Calculating water influx and residual gas saturation in water 
drive gas reservoir:

 Bulk reservoir volume, initial                =   415.3 MM cu ft

 Average porosity                                    =   0.172

 Average connate water saturation       =0.25

 Bgi                                                           = 0.005262 cu ft/SCF

 Final pressure                                        = 2925 psia

 Bgf                                                          = 0.005700

 Cum. Water production                         = 15 200 bbl (surface)

 Bw                                                           = 1.03

 Gp                                                           = 935.4 MMSCF

 Volume invaded by water@2925 psia    = 13.04 MM cu ft
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The Gas Equivalent of Produced Condensate

and Water

 The reservoir gas production Gp used in the 
previous section must include the separator gas 
production, the stock tank gas production, and 
the stock tank liquid production converted to its 
gas equivalent , GE

GE    =   133,000 ßo/Mo

 ßo  =  specific gravity of condensate

 Mo =  molecular weight of condensate
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Limitations and Errors

 Accuracy of data enter in computations such as 
porosity, connate water, pressure, gas deviation 
factor,  and gas volume factor,.. etc.

 Errors in gas production measurements.

 Pressure errors are due to gauge errors and the 
difficulties in averaging.

 Water-drive reservoirs require the estimate of the 
volume of the reservoir invaded at abandonment 
and the average residual gas saturation. 

 Assumptions in equations derivation.
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